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Abstract: The construction of a virtual debris flow disaster environment is of great significance in
debris flow disaster prevention, risk assessment, accurate simulation, and disaster emergency response.
However, existing research on virtual disaster environments mainly focus on the specific visualization
task requirements of single-type users, and the multilevel visualization task requirements of multitype
users are generally not met. In this paper, an adaptive construction method for virtual debris flow
disaster environments driven by multilevel visualization task is proposed based on the characteristics
of users with different professional knowledge backgrounds and requirements in disaster emergency
response scenarios. The on-demand construction of virtual debris flow disaster environments and
the corresponding diverse organization and dynamic scheduling technologies are discussed in detail.
Finally, the Qipan Gully debris flow disaster is selected for experimental analysis, and a prototype
system is developed. The experimental results show that the proposed method can adaptively
construct virtual debris flow disaster environments according to the multilevel visualization task
requirements of multitype users in debris flow disaster emergency response scenarios. This approach
can provide efficient rendering of disaster scenes and appropriate disaster information to multitype
users who are involved in debris flow disaster emergency response scenarios.

Keywords: multilevel visualization task; adaptive construction; virtual debris flow disaster
environments; optimized organization

1. Introduction

China is a natural disaster-prone country. Natural disasters have caused extensive property
losses and led to loss of life, and debris flow disasters are a type of natural disaster that frequently
occurs in mountainous areas. These disasters are characterized by high speeds, broad impacts and
destructiveness [1–4]. Therefore, visualizing and accurately expressing disaster information are of
great significance for guiding disaster prevention, risk assessment, and emergency response measures.
Debris flow disaster areas usually contain a large number of geographical entities that are intertwined
and complicated. Thus, simulating the geographical environment and evolution process of debris flow
disasters is a key scientific problem that must urgently be solved [5–7]. Moreover, the construction of a
virtual disaster environment would provide a new method for disaster simulation, prediction and
analysis [8,9].
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Lin officially proposed new geography language and analysis tools based on computer and
network technology called VGE (virtual geographic environment) [10,11]. This approach has been
widely used to solve scientific problems related to multidimensional visual expression, dynamic process
simulation and public participation in the development of geographic information science [12,13]. The
virtual disaster environments are oriented to the requirements of disaster emergency response and
can be used to visualize disaster scenes and disaster information, as well as simulate the dynamic
evolution process of disasters. The virtual disaster environments encompass disaster scene interactions,
disaster information analysis and disaster predictions to assist users in perceiving, understanding,
recognizing and exploring disaster scenes [13–16]. In order for the construction of a virtual debris
flow disaster environments to improve the expression and sharing of disaster knowledge and assist
users in conducting simulation, analysis, prediction and decision-making tasks associated with
debris flow disasters [15–17]. Compared with a general VGE, the construction of a virtual disaster
environment must consider a large variety of multisource and related disaster data; therefore, the
presentation of a virtual disaster environment is highly complicated. Additionally, a large number of
relevant individuals are involved in the disaster emergency process; these participants with different
professional knowledge backgrounds are usually located in different areas and use diverse visualization
terminals [18–20]. Therefore, it is necessary to comprehensively consider the locations, professional
knowledge backgrounds, and diverse visualization terminals of users in disaster emergency response
scenarios to adaptively construct virtual debris flow disaster environments for diverse visualization
task requirements [21,22]. Such methods must be applicable to various debris flow disaster data in
different fields and with different structures and complexities.

Many scholars have studied disaster scene visualization and disaster simulation analysis by
constructing VGEs. Zhu constructed a VGE to simulate and analyze flood disasters. The VGE provided
users with an intuitive, efficient and interactive visualization environment to explore and analyze
disaster scenes. A collaborative VGE was further proposed to create a collaborative workflow and
perform flood emergency response simulations and risk assessments in an efficient and collaborative
approach [23–26]. Ding proposed an integrated VGE simulation framework that automated the
accumulation and manipulation of sensor data to perform dynamic geodata analysis and simulate
the spatial-temporal process of flood disasters [27]. Liu proposed an optimized simulation and visual
analysis method for dam failure flood disasters based on diverse computing systems. Flood simulation
data were organized according to the performance of different terminals, and a multiresolution flood
virtual scene was constructed for visualization analysis [28]. Beni added the ability to manage and
model the 3D and dynamic properties of spatial data related to the disaster, proposed 3D dynamic
simulation method to support disaster management, and applied the method to flood simulation [29].
Bates developed a flood simulation system to simulate and predict flood inundation [30]. Yin developed
a VGE system for debris flow emergency response and risk assessment in residential areas; the system
integrated debris flow numerical simulations, risk assessment and 3D dynamic visualization to
effectively support debris flow disaster emergency response analysis and rapid assessment [31,32].
Wang developed a collaborative VGE system for fire simulation and virtual fire training [33]. A
platform named ANYWHERE (Multi-Hazard Forecasting Products)was developed for multi-hazard
forecasting impact and localization due to weather and climate events. The platform constructs a series
algorithm model for simulation, risk assessment and forecasting of flood, debris flow and landslide
disasters [34–36]. Avagyan developed a VGE system that enabled visualizations and risk assessments
of typical natural disasters and accidents such as floods, large-scale fires, leaks and explosions [37].
Kim proposed a slope-based intelligent 3D disaster simulation method based physic engine to simulate
various 3D disaster scenes include landslide and flood [38]. In summary, many scholars have researched
the construction of VGEs for disaster emergency response scenarios, and there are many relevant
studies based on collaborative efforts to explore the mechanisms of disaster simulation and risk
assessment using diverse terminals. However, these studies have mainly focused on the construction
of VGEs based on the specific requirements of single-type users and have failed to consider the features
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and preferences of multitype users in disaster emergency response scenarios to establish diverse
visualization task requirements. Therefore, there is a lack of research on the construction of virtual
disaster environments considering the visualization task requirements of multitype users.

To address the above problems, this paper proposes an adaptive construction driven by multilevel
visualization task method for virtual debris flow disaster environments. The aim is to adaptively
construct virtual debris flow disaster environments according to the multilevel visualization task
requirements of multitype users in debris flow disaster emergency response scenarios. We mainly
focus on the multilevel visualization task in debris flow disaster emergency response scenarios and
on-demand construction methods for virtual debris flow disaster environments. Additionally, the
diverse organization and dynamic scheduling of debris flow disaster data are considered. The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a framework of virtual debris flow
disaster environments and a multilevel visualization task model for disaster emergency response are
constructed. Then, on this basis, we analyze the relationships among users, demands, tasks, data and
scene objects in debris flow disaster emergency response and propose an on-demand construction
method for virtual debris flow disaster environments. Finally, a diverse organization and dynamic
scheduling method for debris flow disaster data according to terminal performance is proposed.
Section 3 describes the development of a prototype system and the experimental analysis. Section 4
presents the conclusions of this study and provides a brief discussion of future work.

2. Methodology

2.1. Framework of Virtual Debris Flow Disaster Environment

In Section 1, it is noted that compared with a general VGE, the construction of a virtual debris flow
disaster environment must fully consider the characteristics of disaster emergency response, such as
the relevant disaster data, disaster scenes and participants. A virtual debris flow disaster environment
must be adaptively constructed considering the visualization task requirements of multitype users in
disaster emergency response scenarios. This paper analyzes the characteristics of virtual debris flow
disaster environments, which mainly include the disaster data, disaster virtual scenes and disaster
emergency response participants. The corresponding virtual debris flow disaster environment is
divided into three levels: data layer, presentation layer and user layer. The disaster data include basic
geographic data, disaster simulation data and disaster thematic analysis data, which constitute the
data layer of the virtual debris flow disaster environment. The disaster virtual scenes incorporate the
disaster scene information, monitoring information, analysis information, assessment information
and other similar information. Then, through certain rules regarding data selection, the disaster
view-only visualization scene, disaster information analytical visualization scene and disaster rescue
explorative visualization scene are established to form the presentation layer of the virtual debris
flow disaster environment. According to the professional knowledge backgrounds and the tasks of
users in debris flow disaster emergency response scenarios, the participants involved in relevant tasks
can be divided into four categories: guidance experts, rescue teams, disaster victims and ordinary
people [18]. Additionally, visualization terminals can be divided into desktop and mobile terminals,
which constitute the user layer of the virtual debris flow disaster environment. Figure 1 shows the
framework of the proposed virtual debris flow disaster environment.
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Figure 1. Framework of virtual debris flow disaster environment. 
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various types of disaster data. The purpose of these tasks is to fully explore analysis results and 
disaster information by calculating and analyzing the hidden information in a disaster scene. The 
disaster rescue explorative visualization tasks are driven by collaborative disaster rescue data and 
disaster information analytical models. The purpose of these tasks is to support real-time interactive 
exploration according to the actual disaster rescue scene and to explore the optimal disaster rescue 
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Figure 1. Framework of virtual debris flow disaster environment.

2.2. Multilevel Visualization Task Model for Disaster Emergency Response

Many scholars in related fields have studied visualization tasks and constructed multilevel
visualization task models at the macro-level [39–41]. This paper combines the characteristics of debris
flow disaster emergency response and visualization and further summarizes multilevel visualization
tasks at the macro-level into three levels based on spatial cognition laws: disaster scene view-only
visualization tasks, disaster information analytical visualization tasks and disaster rescue explorative
visualization tasks. The disaster scene view-only visualization tasks are driven by disaster data, and
the purpose of these tasks is to comprehensively and accurately visualize the original disaster scene
through the efficient organization and high-performance visualization of disaster data. The disaster
information analytical visualization tasks are driven by disaster information analytical models with
various types of disaster data. The purpose of these tasks is to fully explore analysis results and
disaster information by calculating and analyzing the hidden information in a disaster scene. The
disaster rescue explorative visualization tasks are driven by collaborative disaster rescue data and
disaster information analytical models. The purpose of these tasks is to support real-time interactive
exploration according to the actual disaster rescue scene and to explore the optimal disaster rescue plan
based on the relevant user interactions, experiences, assumptions and disaster scene characteristics.

This paper analyzes the relationships among users, terminals and tasks in disaster emergency
response scenarios and constructs a user-terminal-task-associated multilevel visualization model.
Figure 2 shows the multilevel visualization task model for disaster emergency response.
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Section 2.1 noted that users are divided into four types: ordinary people, disaster victims, rescue
teams and guidance experts. The visualization terminals are divided into two types: mobile and desktop
terminals. Ordinary people are not stakeholders in disaster emergency response scenarios, and most
of them do not have a professional knowledge background. These individuals are mainly concerned
with disaster processes and have no special needs for disaster information analysis and interactive
exploration. Therefore, ordinary people correspond to disaster scene view-only visualization. As their
locations are outside the disaster scene, mobile or desktop terminals can be selected as the visualization
terminals. Disaster victims are inside the disaster scene, so only a mobile terminal can be selected
as the visualization terminal. Most of these individuals do not have any professional knowledge
background and are mainly concerned with the development of the disaster and the progress of the
disaster rescue near their location. Therefore, disaster victims correspond to disaster information
analytical visualization. Rescue teams are the same as disaster victims in that they are inside the
disaster scene and focused on the development of the disaster and the progress of the disaster rescue.
In addition, rescue teams have a certain professional knowledge background and perform disaster
rescue work. They require interactive analysis tools to explore disaster rescue plans and can only select
mobile terminals as their visualization terminals. Thus, rescue teams correspond to disaster rescue
explorative visualization. Guidance experts have a professional knowledge background and focus on
the global development of disasters and the progress of disaster rescue missions. These individuals
must explore the optimal disaster rescue plan and provide detailed guidance to the rescue teams.
Therefore, guidance experts correspond to disaster rescue explorative visualization and are outside the
disaster scene. Moreover, experts can select mobile or desktop terminals as their visualization terminals.

2.3. On-demand Construction of the Virtual Debris Flow Disaster Environments

According to the description in Section 2.1, virtual debris flow disaster environments can be
divided into three layers: user layer, presentation layer and data layer. During construction of a virtual
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debris flow disaster environment, the user layer parses the user requirements into corresponding
visualization tasks according to the type of disaster participants and terminals and passes these tasks to
the presentation layer. The presentation layer proposes data scheduling requirements for the data layer
based on the obtained visualization tasks and selects the appropriate data on demand to construct a
disaster scene that meets the user requirements. The data layer is the basis of the virtual debris flow
disaster environment. According to the data scheduling requirements transmitted by the presentation
layer, appropriate scene data are transmitted to the presentation layer to construct the disaster scene. In
the above construction process, this paper proposes an on-demand construction driven by multilevel
visualization task method for virtual debris flow disaster environments.

First, it is necessary to clarify the relationships among the debris flow disaster data sets for a
given virtual debris flow disaster environment. This paper abstracts debris flow disaster scenes into a
series of disaster data sets and divides these data into three categories: basic geographic data, debris
flow simulation data and thematic analysis data. Figure 3 shows the relations among the debris flow
disaster data sets.
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To clarify the relationships among debris flow disaster scene objects, it is also necessary to clarify
the construction requirements of the virtual debris flow disaster environments, which are associated
with various disaster emergency response participants. This paper analyzes the relationships among
users, user demands, visualization tasks, disaster data and disaster scene objects [42]. The relationship
model involving these factors in debris flow disaster emergency response is shown in Figure 4.

2.4. Optimized Organization of Debris Flow Disaster Scenes

Section 2.1 indicates that the visualization terminals in disaster emergency response are divided
into mobile and desktop terminals. To select the appropriate data for constructing a debris flow disaster
scene, it is necessary to optimize the organization and adaptive visualization of the debris flow disaster
scene according to terminal performance. To solve the above problems, this paper proposes a diverse
organization and dynamic scheduling method for debris flow disaster data and performs the efficient
and adaptive visualization of debris flow disaster scenes for diverse terminals. Figure 5 shows the
diverse organization method of multitype debris flow disaster data.
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Basic geographic data are divided into three categories: digital orthophoto map (DOM), digital
elevation model (DEM) and digital surface model (DSM) data. These data are continuous surface
models consisting of a series of grids. According to the characteristics of these data sets, this paper
uses the standard quad-tree spatial partitioning method to organize the data, preprocesses these data
into multiple regions and resolutions, and constructs a hierarchy scene pyramid [43,44].

Disaster thematic analysis data can be divided into disaster analysis data and 3D building models,
including 3D building models that include residential buildings, important facilities, dangerous
facilities, etc. These features have complicated structures and must be targeted for optimized
organization. 3D building models can be preprocessed into multilevel LOD models. The models
are down-sampled to obtain textures with lower resolutions, and the bottom contours of buildings
are converted to a block model structure. Some buildings and roads with specific significance are
represented by symbols [45,46].

Disaster simulation data include time series-related location and attribute information from the
spatiotemporal disaster evolution process, such as the inundation area, mud depth, and flow rate.
According to time series-related location information, a series of triangle grid models of debris flow
bodies is constructed, and the attribute information is given. Multilevel LOD debris flow bodies are
constructed by setting the grid resolution and reducing the data size of debris flow bodies during
disaster evolution [28,31,32,46,47].

Considering the performance of visualization terminals, it is necessary to complete the dynamic
scheduling of disaster data to support the adaptive visualization of complicated disaster scenes. This
paper proposes a dynamic scheduling method suitable for diverse debris flow disaster data. The core
objective is to reduce the rendered data size as much as possible while ensuring that the debris flow
disaster scene and visualization requirements of users are met. Table 1 shows the dynamic scheduling
method of diverse debris flow scene data.

Table 1. Dynamic scheduling method of diverse debris flow scene data.

Data Category Data Organization Scheduling Method

Basic geographic data Hierarchy scene pyramid Raising/lowering the maximum tile level

3D buildings data Multilevel LOD models Scheduling more detailed/simplified LOD
models or symbols

Roads data Road centerlines Scheduling all/main road centerlines

Debris flow body data Multilevel LOD debris flow body Scheduling more detailed/simplified LOD
debris flow bodies

3. System Implementation and Experimental Analysis

3.1. Case Area and Data Processing

In this paper, the Qipan Gully debris flow disaster that occurred on 11 July 2013, in Sichuan
Province, China, was selected as the case area to perform the experimental analysis. The experimental
data are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Experimental data.

Category Content

Basic geographic data DOM/DEM
disaster simulation data Inundation area/mud depth/flow rate/evolution time/debris flow body model

Thematic analysis data Residents building models/roads/important facilities/dangerous
facilities/population/risk assessment/property loss/personnel location

In the experiment, DOM and DEM data were used to construct 256× 256 and 64× 64 multiresolution
scene pyramids. The texture resolution of the 3D building models was 256 × 256 for the LOD0 models.
Source data were processed into 128 × 128 texture resolution models for the LOD1 model. The bottom
contours of buildings were converted to block model format as LOD2 models. Debris flow disaster
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simulation data were provided by Yin [30], including regular grid debris flow body models with 10-m
and 20-m resolutions.

3.2. Prototype System Implementation

Based on the above strategy, a plugin-free browser/server (B/S) prototype system was developed
based on WebGL. The prototype system was run and tested on a desktop terminal and mobile terminal.
The processor of the desktop terminal was an Intel Core i7 CPU @ 2.6 GHz with 16 GB memory and
an NVIDIA GeForce GTX960M GPU. The processor of the mobile terminal was an Apple A9 CPU @
1.8 GHz with 2 GB of memory and a Power VR GT7600 GPU. The interface of the prototype system for
debris flow disaster visualization on different terminals is shown in Figure 6. The system provides
basic geographical scene visualization and efficient disaster scene roaming, as well as some additional
functions, such as debris flow simulation, evolution control, and disaster interaction analysis. These
functions can provide comprehensive disaster information visualization and disaster rescue guidance
for multitype users in disaster emergency response scenarios.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW10 of 16 
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Figure 6. Prototype system for debris flow disaster visualization: (a) Prototype system run on a desktop
terminal and (b) prototype system run on a mobile terminal.

In the prototype system, a virtual debris flow disaster environment was constructed to meet
the requirements of multitype users in disaster emergency response scenarios. The disaster data
include experimental data listed in Table 2, which constitute the data layer of the virtual debris flow
disaster environment. The visualization terminals of participants involved in disaster emergency
response, which constitute the user layer of the virtual debris flow disaster environment. The disaster
virtual scenes incorporate the disaster scene information, monitoring information, analysis information,
assessment information and other similar information, which constitute the presentation layer of the
virtual debris flow disaster environment.

During the experiment, the user could select their identity to identify the terminal type and
perform visualization tasks according to the multilevel visualization task model. The appropriate
disaster data can be selected on demand, and appropriate LOD disaster data can be used to construct
virtual debris flow disaster environments. Additionally, disaster scene objects can be added or deleted
through a control panel by users to meet the requirements of various users in disaster emergency
response scenarios.

3.3. Experimental Analysis

In the experiment, the various disaster scene objects were visualized, and multilevel LOD building
models and debris flow body models were loaded in the virtual debris flow disaster environment for
different user identities and visualization task requirements.

If the user identity was ordinary person, the system provides a global view that enables the user
to observe the entire debris flow disaster scene and all disaster information, such as the real-time
inundation area, evolution time, mud depth and other data. Users can also select one building to
observe detailed disaster information. According to the requirements of disaster scene view-only
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visualization tasks, debris flow disaster scenes and global disaster information were visualized. The
system loaded multilevel LOD buildings, roads and debris flow body models according to the terminal
used. Figure 7 shows that virtual debris flow disaster environment for an ordinary person on desktop
and mobile terminals.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW11 of 16 
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terminals: (a) User selects one building to observe detailed disaster information; (b) prototype system
is run on a desktop terminal; (c) prototype system is run on a mobile terminal.

If the user identity was ‘disaster victim’, the system view shifts to the user’s location, loads
buildings and roads near this location, and displays relevant rescue information, such as the locations
and distances of rescue teams and estimated waiting time. According to the requirements of disaster
information analytical tasks, the debris flow disaster scene, relevant disaster information and analysis
results near the victim, as well as rescue team information, were visualized. The system loaded
the LOD1 model for the user location and the debris flow body model with a low grid resolution.
Nearby buildings were loaded as LOD2 models or symbols with risk assessment results considering
the performance of the mobile terminal. Figure 8 shows the virtual debris flow disaster environment
for disaster victims on mobile terminals.
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If the user identity was ‘rescue team’, the system view focuses on the locations of the disaster
victims closest to the user’s location and displays relevant rescue information, such as rescue routes,
estimated rescue times and other information. In addition, the system loads buildings, roads and risk
assessment results near the locations of priority rescue targets. The system provides an interactive and
explorative rescue method in which a user can input relevant disaster information and parameters.
The system intelligently evaluates the rescue difficulty and gives rescue routes and plans. According
to the requirements of disaster rescue explorative visualization tasks, the debris flow disaster scene,
relevant disaster information and analysis results near priority rescue targets were visualized. The
system loaded LOD1 models near priority rescue targets, global LOD2 models or symbols with risk
assessment results and debris flow body models with low grid resolution considering the performance
of mobile terminals. Figure 9 shows the virtual debris flow disaster environment for rescue teams on
mobile terminals.
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If the user identity was ‘guidance expert’, the system provides a global view that enables the user
to observe the entire debris flow disaster scene, relevant information for rescue teams and disaster
victims. The system loads all buildings, roads, important and dangerous facilities and displays global
disaster information analysis results, including human and property loss reports. The system provides
an interactive and explorative rescue approach, and the user can input relevant disaster information
and parameters. The system can also intelligently evaluate the rescue difficulty and give rescue routes
and plans to guide rescue personnel and decision makers. According to the requirements of disaster
rescue explorative visualization tasks, the debris flow disaster scene, global disaster information,
human and property loss reports, and relevant rescue team and disaster victim information were
visualized. The system loaded LOD2 models and symbols, risk assessment results and debris flow body
models with high grid resolutions to clearly depict disaster scenes on desktop and mobile terminals.
Figure 10 shows the virtual debris flow disaster environment for guidance experts on desktop and
mobile terminals.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW13 of 16 
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Simultaneously, the real-time rendering frame rate of the above experimental process was recorded
for all types of users, as shown in Figure 11. The figure shows that the rendering frame rate on
desktop terminals was approximately 50 FPS and the rendering frame rate on mobile terminals was
approximately 25 FPS.
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In conclusion, the experimental results indicate that the proposed method can be used to adaptively
construct virtual debris flow disaster environments according to the multilevel visualization task
requirements of multitype users in debris flow disaster emergency response scenarios. This approach
provides efficient visualizations of disaster scenes and appropriate disaster information to various
users in debris flow disaster emergency response scenarios.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

The existing research on virtual disaster environments has mainly focused on the specific
visualization task requirements of single-type users, and most methods do not meet the multilevel
visualization task requirements of multitype users. To address the above problems, this paper
considered the professional knowledge backgrounds and requirements of multitype users in debris
flow disaster emergency response scenarios to form diverse visualization task requirements and
propose the adaptive construction driven by multilevel visualization task method of virtual debris
flow disaster environments. First, this paper analyzed the characteristics of virtual debris flow disaster
environments and proposed a three-level structure with user layer, presentation layer and data layer.
Second, this paper constructed a multilevel visualization model for debris flow disaster emergency
response. Third, this paper investigated the relationships among debris flow disaster scene objects
in virtual debris flow disaster environments. Notably, the relationships among users, user demands,
visualization tasks, disaster data and disaster scene objects were considered to construct a relationship
model for debris flow disaster emergency response scenarios. An on-demand construction driven
by multilevel visualization task method was proposed for virtual debris flow disaster environments.
Fourth, the diverse organization and dynamic scheduling of debris flow disaster scenes were studied
for diverse terminals, and an optimized organization and adaptive visualization method was proposed
for debris flow disaster scenes. Finally, a debris flow disaster that occurred in Qipan Gully was selected
for experimental analysis, and a prototype system was developed. The experimental results showed
that the proposed method can adaptively construct virtual debris flow disaster environments according
to the multilevel visualization task requirements of multitype users in debris flow disaster emergency
response scenarios. This approach provides efficient rendering for disaster 3D scenes and appropriate
disaster information for multitype users in debris flow disaster situations.

Despite the achievements described above, this paper has some shortcomings. For example, the
division of disaster emergency response participants in general, and the interactive and explorative
method developed is relatively simple. Therefore, a more detailed division of participants and a more
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complex interactive and explorative method in the VR/AR mode should be considered in future work
to better meet the user requirements for disaster rescue exploration and visualization.
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